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A gas-spring system for optimizing loudspeakers in thermoacoustic
refrigerators

M. E. H. Tijani,a) J. C. H. Zeegers, and A. T. A. M. de Waele
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

~Received 8 November 2001; accepted for publication 21 May 2002!

Moving-coil loudspeakers are appropriate drivers for thermoacoustic refrigeration. They are cheap,
commercially available, compact, light, and can be adapted to meet specific requirements. This
paper deals with the optimization of loudspeakers for thermoacoustic refrigeration. Using an
electrical model that describes the refrigerator, it is concluded that the electroacoustic efficiency can
be maximized over a wider frequency range by matching the mechanical resonance frequency of the
driver to the acoustic resonance frequency of the resonator. A gas-spring system is introduced as a
practical tool to shift the mechanical resonance frequency of the driver. An electroacoustic efficiency
of 35% is obtained when the mechanical resonance frequency of the driver and the acoustic
resonance frequency are equal. Additionally, the efficiency is constant over a relatively wide
frequency range. This has advantages for thermoacoustic refrigeration. During cool-down, the
operating acoustic frequency decreases so that the refrigerator will keep near the optimum
performance. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1492867#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For two decades, thermoacoustic cooling has been in
tigated as a new cooling technology.1–4 Thermoacoustic
coolers are systems which use sound to generate coo
They can reach temperatures of270 °C and can have a co
efficient of performance of 20% of the Carnot efficienc
These systems are environmentally friendly as they use i
gases instead of CFCs.

A schematic diagram of a thermoacoustic refrigerato
shown in Fig. 1. Typically, a thermoacoustic cooler consi
of an acoustic resonator~e.g., tube! filled with an inert gas at
some average pressure. A loudspeaker is attached to on
of the resonator. In the resonator a structure with chann
called a stack, is placed. The stack is the heart of the co
where the heat transfer process takes place. Heat excha
are installed at both ends of the stack. The temperature o
hot heat exchanger is fixed at room temperature by circu
ing water. At the cold heat exchanger cooling power is g
erated. The loudspeaker sustains a standing wave in the
nance tube. This wave causes the gas to oscillate w
compressing and expanding. The interaction of the mov
gas in the stack with the surface of the channels gener
heat transport.1–3

Moving-coil loudspeakers have many advantages wh
make them appropriate drivers for thermoacoustic refrige
tion. They are cheap, commercially available, compact, lig
and can be adapted to meet specific requirements. How
they have an important drawback: a low electroacoustics
ficiency which generally ranges from 3% to 5%. In the fo
lowing an optimization method for loudspeakers in therm
coustic refrigerators, using a gas-spring system, is repor
An electrical model is used to simulate the behavior of

a!Electronic mail: m.e.h.tijani@tue.nl
2150021-8979/2002/92(4)/2159/7/$19.00
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loudspeaker in the refrigerator and to determine how the p
formance of the loudspeaker can be improved. The calc
tions show that the electroacoustic efficiency, defined as
output acoustic power divided by the input electric pow
for a given loudspeaker can be optimized by matching
mechanical resonance frequency of the loudspeaker to
acoustic resonance frequency of the resonator.5 Since, in
general, these two frequencies are different, a method is
essary to make them equal. A concept, using the volume
the gas behind the cone of the loudspeaker as an adjus
additional spring, will be presented along with the expe
mental results.

II. ELECTRICAL MODEL FOR THE REFRIGERATOR

The aim of this section is to derive the equivalent ele
trical circuit for the refrigerator system. Once this circuit
determined, straightforward electrical circuit analysis yie
the behavior of the system, so that one can determine
the performance of the loudspeaker can be improved.

An illustration of our thermoacoustic refrigerator
shown in Fig. 1.6,7 A modified loudspeaker~driver! is at-
tached to one end of an acoustic resonator which is fi
with helium gas at 10 bar. A stack and two heat exchang
are placed in the resonator. The loudspeaker sustain
acoustic standing wave in the gas, at the fundamental r
nance frequency of the resonator. The other end of the r
nator terminates in a buffer volume which simulates an op
end. The system is essentially a quarter-wavelength sys
with a pressure antinode at the loudspeaker end and pres
node at the buffer volume end. The background for
choice of the geometry of the resonator is explain
elsewhere.6,7 The acoustic driver consists of a modifie
moving-coil loudspeaker, from which the fabric dome w
cut off near the voice coil and replaced by a thin walled lig
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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2160 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 92, No. 4, 15 August 2002 Tijani, Zeegers, and de Waele
aluminum cone glued onto the voice coil. A rolling dia
phragm is used to seal the resonator from the driver hous
as shown in Fig. 1. The driver is placed in a housing so t
the pressurized working helium gas is confined. The w
driver will be used in the following to refer to the modifie
loudspeaker. A detailed description of the refrigerator can
found elsewhere.6,7

The electromechanicoacoustical expressions needed
the electrical model describing the refrigerator will be give
To simplify the discussion, the combined system of driv
and resonator shown in Fig. 2 will be considered instead
the refrigerator depicted in Fig.~1!. This configuration, in
which a loudspeaker is attached to a straight tube, will
used to develop the electrical model for the dynamic study
moving-coil loudspeakers in thermoacoustic refrigerators

The basic operational principle of moving-coil loud
speakers is well known and has been well-described in m
textbooks.8,9 The moving-coil loudspeaker is an electrom
chanicoacoustical transducer that converts electrical en
into sound. The loudspeaker consists of a cylindrical c
placed in an annular gap between the poles of a perma
magnet, as shown in Fig. 2. The magnet is shaped so tha
lines of the magnet field are radially directed and cut acr
every part of the coil at right angles. When an alternat
currenti flows through the wire, a alternating Lorentz forc
F on the coil results. To avoid ejection of the coil out of th
gap, it is suspended by a ring-shaped diaphragm which

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the thermoacoustic refrigerator, showing
different parts. The back volume system is indicated by the dashed lin
Downloaded 07 Mar 2008 to 131.155.151.13. Redistribution subject to AI
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vides a restoring force. The current is provided by a pow
amplifier by sustaining a voltageV across the coil, as show
in Fig. 2. The electrical resistanceRe and inductanceLe of
the coil form the electrical part of the loudspeaker. The mo
ing massm, the mechanical resistanceRm and stiffness of the
suspensions, combined in series, form the mechanical pa
From a mechanical point of view the loudspeaker can
seen as a damped harmonic oscillator. The tube attache
the loudspeaker forms the acoustic part. A piston~cone! of an
effective areaA attached to the moving coil transforms th
alternating forceF to pressure oscillationsp in the tube. Fur-
thermore, Faraday’s law states that if a conductor is mov
in a magnetic field, a potential difference will be induce
For a more detailed outline of the expressions given in t
section, we refer to Ref. 6. The electrical equation describ
the driver-loudspeaker combined system is given by

V5FZe1
~Bl !2

Zm
G i 5~Ze1Zmot!i 5Zeti , ~1!

whereBl is the product of the magnetic-flux densityB and
the total length of the coill. The electrical impedance of th
coil is given by

Ze5Re1 jvLe , ~2!

where j is the complex unit, andv is the angular frequency
The impedanceZmot is the equivalent electrical impedance
the total mechanical impedance (Zm) of the driver–resonator
combined system given by

Zm5FRm1 jS mv2
s

v D G1
Ap

u
5Zmd1Zma. ~3!

Without the acoustic part~tube!, the mechanical impedanc
reduces to the mechanical impedance of the driver al
given by

Zmd5Rm1 jS mv2
s

v D . ~4!

The attachment of the acoustic resonator to the loudspe
thus adds an extra mechanical impedance

Zma5
Ap

u
5

p

Au
A25ZaA2, ~5!

e

FIG. 2. A schematic illustration of the loudspeaker-tube combined syst
An amplifier, of internal resistanceRi , drives a currenti through the coil.
This produces a forceF5Bli on the coil and piston, with resulting motion
u. The motion of the piston is transmitted to the gas in the tube via the
of the pistonA. The frictional force is represented by a dashpot (Rm), and
stiffness is represented by the spring~s!.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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2161J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 92, No. 4, 15 August 2002 Tijani, Zeegers, and de Waele
whereu and A are the velocity and the area of the pisto
respectively. The quantityZma is the equivalent mechanica
impedance of the acoustical impedanceZa of the tube. The
acoustic impedanceZa is defined as the ratio of the acoust
pressurep to the volume velocityU5Au.

OnceZmot is determined, the behavior of the loudspeak
in the refrigerator can be studied by analyzing the equiva
electrical circuit illustrated in Fig. 3. The loudspeaker res
nates when the reactance part of its mechanical impedan
zero, thus

vd5A s

m
. ~6!

The tube resonates when

Im~Zma!50. ~7!

The resonance frequencies of the combined driver-tube
tem are given by

Im~Zmd1Zma!50, ~8!

which can be different from those of the loudspeaker a
tube acting alone. This expression will be used later to o
mize the performance of the driver. In the following sectio
the expression ofZa of our resonator will be derived, so tha
we can proceed with the performance analysis.

III. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

The derivation of the acoustic impedance of the syste
shown in Fig. 1, is given in the Appendix. Such a resona
can be approximately represented by the resonator show
Fig. 4~b!, and the acoustic impedance is given by

FIG. 3. The equivalent electrical circuit representing the driver-tube cou
system. The mobility impedanceZmot is the electrical equivalent impedanc
of the mechanical and acoustical parts.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2008 to 131.155.151.13. Redistribution subject to AI
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Za~0!5
Za~x1!cos~k1x1!1 jZc1

sin~k1x1!

cos~k1x1!1 j
Za~x1!

Zc1

sin~k1x1!

. ~9!

Substituting Eq.~9! into Eq. ~3! and thenZm into Eq. ~1!
gives the total equivalent electrical impedanceZet of the re-
frigerator system. The expression ofZet is long and compli-
cated. It contains the driver, tube, and gas parameters.

Referring to Fig. 3, the calculation procedure is as f
lows: the starting point is at the power amplifier, which su
tains a voltage with amplitudeV across the total electrica
impedanceZet. The currenti that flows throughZet is ob-
tained by dividing the voltageV by Zet @Eq. ~1!#. The Lor-
entz forceF is then obtained by multiplyingi by the force
factorBl. After that the velocityu is obtained by dividing the
force F by the mechanical impedanceZm (driver1tube).
The dynamic pressurep in the tube is obtained by multiply
ing the volume velocityU5Au by the acoustic impedanc
Za(0). Then, the input electrical power, mechanical pow
and acoustical power output can be calculated. Finally,
efficiencies for the different energy conversion processe
the system can be evaluated.

By varying the system parameters, the influence on
performance of the driver in the combined system drive
resonator can be studied. The electroacoustic efficiencyhea

is defined as the ratio of acoustic power outputPa to the
electric power inputPe :

hea5
Pa

Pe
. ~10!

The two powers are given by

Pe5 1
2 Re~Vi* !,

~11!
Pa5 1

2 Re~pU* !,

d

FIG. 4. Schematic illustrations used in the derivation of the acoustic imp
ance. ~a! An acoustic tube of constant cross-section where plane wa
propagate.~b! Simple illustration of the acoustic resonator used in the th
moacoustic refrigerator.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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wherep and U are the magnitude of the acoustic press
and volume velocity, respectively; andV and i are the volt-
age across the driver and current into the coil, respectiv
The star denotes complex conjugation.

The input parameters are:

~1! The voltage amplitude of the amplifier:V.
~2! Working gas parameters: speed of sounda, densityr,

viscositym, and thermal conductivityK.
~3! Resonator parameters: the lengthL35(x32x2) and ra-

dius r 3 of the small tube; lengthx1 and radiusr 1 of the
large diameter tube, and the lengthLs5(x22x1) and
spacingy0 of the stack.

~4! Electromechanical driver parameters: Electrical res
tance Re , self-inductanceLe , mechanical resistanc
Rm , moving massm, stiffness constants, the force factor
Bl, and the area of the pistonA.

The quantities that can be calculated can be any of
following quantities: currenti, any impedance~acoustical,
mechanical, or electrical!, forceF, velocity u, dynamic pres-
surep, electrical powerPe , mechanical powerPm , acousti-
cal powerPa , electromechanical performancehem, mecha-
noacoustical performance hma, and electroacoustic
performancehea. In Fig. 6, a computation example is illus
trated. The electromechanical parameters, which are use
the driver, are given in Table I. The parameters for the re
nator are given in Table II. The calculations show that
electroacoustic efficiency can be optimized by matching
mechanical resonance frequency of the loudspeaker to
acoustic resonance frequency of the resonator.

In the next section we will discuss a practical tool th
can be used to match the mechanical resonance of the d
to the acoustical resonance of the tube. In thermoacousti
is desirable to use relatively high frequencies, because
energy density in the system is proportional to the frequen
However, the operating frequency must not be too large
cause the thermal penetration depthdk is proportional to the

TABLE I. Electromechanical parameters of the driver.

Parameter Value

Bl-factor 12.8 Tm
Moving-massm 13.16 g
Mechanical resistanceRm 3 Ns/m
Stiffnesss 93 kN/m
Electrical resistanceRe 5 V
Self-inductanceLe 1.3 mH
Piston areaA 7 cm2

TABLE II. Parameters of the resonator and stack.

Parameter Value

Length of the large tubex1 3.7 cm
Radius of the large tuber 1 1.9 cm
Length of the stackLs 9.3 cm
Spacing in the stack 2y0 3 mm
Length of the small diameter tubeL3 24 cm
Radius of the small diameter tuber 3 1 cm
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inverse of the square root of the frequency. Since the spa
in the stack depends ondk , a large frequency will result in
very small spacing which makes the engineering of the st
difficult. Frequencies between 200 and 600 Hz are typic
Most midrange moving-coil loudspeakers have mechan
resonances of roughly 100 Hz. It is desirable to shift t
mechanical resonance of the driver to that of the resona
From Eq.~6!, it can be seen that this can be done by low
ing the moving mass, which is already kept as low as p
sible, or by increasing the stiffness of the driver. The lat
solution is the one of interest here.

To match the mechanical resonance of the driver to
acoustical resonance of the tube one can use a materia
the suspension with a high stiffness or add a mechan
spring system to the driver to increase its stiffness. But th
solutions are inflexible. Changing the resonator or the g
which is the case during experimental work, changes
acoustical resonance, and hence the two resonance
longer match. A solution to this problem is to use the volum
of gas behind the loudspeaker piston as an extra gas sp
whose spring constant is inversely proportional to the v
ume of gas.6 The volume can be externally and continuous
adjusted. The working principle of this system will be e
plained in the next section.

IV. THE GAS-SPRING SYSTEM

The stiffness of a volume of gas contained in a sea
cavity of volumeV, at a pressurep, and closed by a piston o
areaA ~Fig. 5! is given by6

sv5g
p

V
A2, ~12!

whereg is the ratio of the specific heats at constant press
and constant volume. Expression 12 shows that the stiffn
of the volume of gas contained in the cavity is inverse
proportional to the volume. This idea forms the basis for
gas-spring principle that will be used to shift the mechani
resonance of the driver towards that of the resonator. In
electrical model simulating the refrigerator system, the to
stiffness of the driver is obtained by adding the mechan
stiffness of the drivers and the stiffness of the back volum
sv .

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the volume of the gas in
back of the driver can be varied from the outside of t
housing by using a cylinder and a piston. In Fig. 1 this s

FIG. 5. Cavity of volume V containing a gas at pressurep, and driven by a
piston of area A.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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2163J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 92, No. 4, 15 August 2002 Tijani, Zeegers, and de Waele
tem is referred to as the back volume system. The gas-sp
system consists of a brass cylinder mounted on the bac
the driver. By turning a crank fixed to the lid of the housin
a screw system varies the height of the piston. The cylin
has an inner diameter of 8 cm, a height of 15 cm and acc
a piston system mounted on the lid of the driver housing. T
back volume can be varied between 1100 and 38 cc. This
the advantage that the resonance of the driver can be adju
from the outside in a continuous manner.

V. RESULTS

The measured acoustic resonance frequency of the r
nator is 425 Hz, and the mechanical resonance frequenc
the driver measured in vacuum is 133 Hz.6 Fig. 6 shows the
measured electroacoustic efficiencies along with the ca
lated efficiencies using the model described previously.
total six plots are shown corresponding to six different ba
volumes. During the measurements the back volume
been continuously changed and all other parameters
constant.

The calculations show a maximal efficiency of ov
50%. This result is in agreement with the results
Wakeland10 who has shown that the maximum efficiency
given byhmax5(Am81121)/(Am81111). For the driver
parameters in Table I,m8510.9, so thathmax555%.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the measured and calcul
efficiencies show two peaks as indicated by the arrows:
peak at the acoustical resonancef a and a second one at th
driver resonancef d . The latter can be increased by decre
ing the back volume@Eq. ~12!#. As the mechanical resonanc
frequency of the driver is shifted towards the acoustical re
nance frequency, the efficiency peak, related to the dri
shifts towards the fixed efficiency peak related to the reso
tor. An overlap of the two peaks with a large efficiency
obtained whenf a is nearly equal tof d , as shown in Fig.
6~d!. When the driver resonance frequency is larger than
tube resonance, the efficiency decreases again for both p
as depicted in Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!. If the two frequencies
nearly match, the efficiency is constant over a wide f
quency range. This has advantages for thermoacoustic re
eration. During cool-down, the operating acoustic freque
decreases and so the refrigerator will keep near the optim
performance. In all graphs the agreement between exp
ment and model is quite satisfactory. As can be seen f
Fig. 6~d!, an efficiency of about 35% is measured over
relatively wide frequency range. The discrepancy betw
the magnitude of the calculated and measured efficien
may be caused by the extra mechanical damping of the
ing membrane used to seal the resonator from the dr
housing, by the eddy current losses in the magnet struc
by the viscous losses due to the flow of the gas through
small halls on the back of the driver, or to a combination
these effects. Another cause my be the area of the pis
which may not be optimal.10

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using an electrical model that simulates the refrigera
we showed that for a given driver, a broad efficiency ma
Downloaded 07 Mar 2008 to 131.155.151.13. Redistribution subject to AI
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mum is obtained by matching the mechanical resonanc
the driver to the acoustical resonance of the tube. An anal
expression for the acoustic impedance of the refrigerato
derived, using the Rott’s equation. We showed that the mo
describing the refrigerator is a valid tool which can be us
to evaluate, design, or optimize the behavior of loudspeak
in thermoacoustic refrigerators.

From the measurements, we conclude that our gas-sp
system works very well. An electroacoustic efficiency
35% is measured. Additionally, the efficiency is consta
over a wide frequency range. This is advantageous from
point of view of thermoacoustic refrigeration because
operating acoustic frequency is temperature dependent. A
efficiency peak provides the refrigerator with a temperat
independent performance.

APPENDIX: THE ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE OF THE
RESONATOR

In acoustics the parameters of concern are the dyna
pressurep and volume velocityU. The acoustic impedance i
given by

Za5
P

U
. ~A1!

FIG. 6. Calculated~solid line! and measured~dots! electroacoustic effi-
ciency plotted against the frequency for different back volumesVb . The
efficiency has a broad maximum when the mechanical resonance frequ
of the driver is equal to the acoustical resonance of the tube@graph~d!#.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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As can be seen from Fig. 1, the resonator has a complic
shape and consists of various parts. To derive the acou
impedanceZa , we will first derive the acoustic transfer func
tion, which gives the acoustic impedance at a given posi
x as function of the impedance at an other positionx8 in a
tube.

Fig. 4~a! shows an acoustic tube of cross-sectional a
A through which a plane wave propagates. Such a geom
will be used to derive the acoustic transfer function. T
starting point for our derivation is Rott’s wave equation.2,3 If
we assume that the mean temperatureTm in the tube is uni-
form, Rott’s wave equation reduces to

@11~g21! f k#p1
a2

v2 ~12 f n!
d2p

dx2 50. ~A2!

The functionsf k and f n are Rott’s functions.2,3 The acoustic
pressure is solution of Eq.~A2!. The spatial average ga
velocity is given by2,3

^u&5
j

rmv

dp

dx
~12 f v!. ~A3!

If the time dependence is of the formejvt, then the solution
of Eq. ~A2! in the geometry illustrated in Fig. 4~a! is given
by

p~x,t !5~Be2 jkx1Cejkx!ejvt. ~A4!

The volume velocityU can be written as

U5A^u~x,t !&5A@De2 jkx1Eejkx#ejvt, ~A5!

wherek is the wave number and A is the cross-sectional a
of the tube. The parametersB, C, D, andE are complex to
account for both the magnitude and phase of oscillation
angular frequencyv. By using Eqs.~A4!, ~A5!, and~A3! the
acoustic impedance at any positionx in the tube is obtained

Za~x!5
p

U
5ZcFBe2 jkx1Cejkx

Be2 jkx2CejkxG , ~A6!

whereZc is given by

Zc5
rmv

Ak@12 f n#
. ~A7!

Expression~A6! represents the equivalent impedance of
complete subsystem downstream of the pointx @Fig. 4~a!#.
Splitting the exponential factors into cosine and sine a
combining terms, Eq.~A6! can be rewritten as

Za~x!5Zc

B1C

B2C
2 j tankx

12 j
B1C

B2C
tankx

. ~A8!

The impedance atx8 is given by Eq.~A8!, wherex is re-
placed byx8. By using Za(x8), the ratio (B1C)/(B2C)
can be eliminated to obtain the transfer function

Za~x!5
Za~x8!cos@k~x82x!#1 jZc sin@k~x82x!#

cos@k~x82x!#1 j
Za~x8!

Zc
sin@k~x82x!#

.

~A9!
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This important expression shows how the acoustic imp
ance at a pointx is related to that at pointx8 @Fig. 4~a!#. Now
we will apply expression~A9! to our resonator shown in Fig
~1!, which can be considered to consist of three parts:
part with a large diameter, the stack and heat exchangers
a small diameter tube terminating in a buffer volume whi
simulates an open end. Such a resonator can be app
mately represented by the resonator shown in Fig. 4~b!.

Using the continuity condition ofp and U at the inter-
faces between the three different parts of the resonator
applying Eq.~A9! three times atx2 , x1 , and 0, we obtain the
expressions of the impedances at these positions:

Za~x2!5 jZc3 tan~k3L3!, ~A10!

Za~x1!5
Za~x2!cos~k2Ls!1 jZc2

sin~k2Ls!

j
Za~x2!

Zc2

sin~k2Ls!1cos~k2Ls!

, ~A11!

and

Za~0!5
Za~x1!cos~k1x1!1 jZc1

sin~k1x1!

j
Za~x1!

Zc1

sin~k1x1!1cos~k1x1!

, ~A12!

whereL3 is the length of the small diameter tube andLs is
the length of the stack. The impedanceZci is given by

Zci5
rmv

Aiki@12 f n i #
, ~A13!

whereAi is the cross-sectional area of parti of the tube~Fig.
4!, ki and f n i are the wave number and Rott’s function, r
spectively, in parti. The viscous and thermal damping effec
are included inki and f n i , which are given by6

ki
25

v2

a2

11~g21! f ki

12 f n i
~A14!

and

f ki5
tanh~ak!

ak
, f n i5

tanh~an!

an
, ~A15!

where

ak5
~11 j!y0

dk
, an5

~11 j!y0

dn
.

The quantitiesdn and dk are the viscous and thermal pe
etration depths, respectively, andr i is the radius of parti. In
parts 1 and 3 the boundary layer approximation (dn ,dk

!r i) is valid andf n and f k can be simplified.2,3

Inserting Eqs.~A10! and~A11! into Eq.~A12! yields the
acoustic impedance of the resonator as seen by the dri
piston. The resultant expression is too long and complica
to be given explicitly here, but it is appropriate for comput
applications.
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